
KFC WEAKNESS

This is Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) SWOT analysis in KFC is a fast food restaurant chain, which specializes in fried
chicken. It is the world's largest fried chicken chain with over 17, outlets in countries and territories as of December 

Consumers also often opt out for healthier choices. In , KFC alone earned a revenue equal to 3. KFC could
fully exploit it test deliver services now this opportunity and reach more customers. Limitation of Weighted
SWOT analysis of KFC This approach also suffers from one major drawback - it focus on individual
importance of factor rather than how they are collectively important and impact the business holistically. Thus
specializing into Veg. Investment in Research and Development is below the fastest growing players in the
industry. Bargaining Power of Buyers- This force is strong because buyers are in a powerful bargaining
position. Not highly successful at integrating firms with different work culture. Organization structure is only
compatible with present business model thus limiting expansion in adjacent product segments. This should
open a window of opportunity for KFC in other product categories. Opportunities for KFC Demand for
healthier food Demand for healthier food is in gradual increase worldwide. Organizations also assess the
likelihood of events taking place in the coming future and how strong their impact could be on company's
performance. KFC is the leading source of revenue for Yum. This issue became so big that it led to the closing
of some of its stores in the UK. Managing franchisees: Franchisee management is one in every of the essential
problems within the success of the nutrition chains and because of conflicting operational problems between
KFC and its franchisees several of its shops got closed since its origin. Due to government and various
organizations attempts to fight obesity, people are becoming more conscious of eating healthy food rather than
what KFC has mainly to offer in its menu. Inc in , which is the biggest evolved way of life around the world.
Liability laws in different countries are different and KFC may be exposed to various liability claims given
change in policies in those markets. In order to avoid facing the same issue in the future, KFC needs to take
extra care of its supply chain and distribution of its raw materials like Chicken, spices etc. Apart from good
quality food, marketing and customer service have also helped the brand gain higher equity and popularity.
The constituents of the formula speak to an outstanding prized formula. He has a keen interest in business,
hospitality and tourism management. This naturally leads to KFC having gained strong customer awareness
and to be the market share leader. This could result in lower sales and profits for KFC. A stronger dollar is
already affecting the profits of the international QSR brands. The brand is well known around the world for its
delicious chicken. KFC has positioned itself clearly among other fast food chains bearing its famous slogan
and trademark chicken products. This changing food preferences of the consumers are putting additional
pressure on the fast food giants like KFC. He writes regularly online on a variety of topics. It also solves the
long list problem where organizations ends up making a long list but none of the factors deemed too critical.
Secondly the supply of new products is not regular thus leading to high and low swings in the sales number
over period of time. Untrustworthy suppliers Some of the KFC suppliers have been proven untrustworthy
causing the company an enormous reputational damage. Related articles:. The QSR brands are being forced to
adopt higher transparency while they are already under pressure due to a complex web of laws like the other
businesses. According to the socio-economic view of social responsibility, maximizing income comes as a
second priority. It requires a joint effort from both the management and staff.


